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Gaffey et al. [I] wrote that "perhaps no other question so haunts asteroid science as the 
identification of the ordinary chondrite parent bodies." This is one phrasing of the larger question of the 
S-type asteroids and their relationship to meteorites. The Earth-approaching asteroid 433 Eros, target of 
the NEAR mission, serves both conceptually and specifically as a keystone for the resolution of this 
problem. There are other problems in asteroid science and others involving NEA's -- e.g. extinct comet 
nuclei -- but the selection of Eros as the target for NEAR focusses the science objectives of the mission 
on the S-type conundrum. I will highlight this compositionaVmineralogical issue in my review of the 
imaginglspectral science goals for NEAR, but also mention other goals dealing with the fundamental 
properties of Eros, its detailed shape and configuration, the morphology of its surface, its impact and 
collisional history as inferred from its cratering record and structure, and search for any satellites. 

The fact that Eros is in an Earth-approaching orbit makes it a more salient case study, as a 
potential S-type link to meteorites, than do the main-belt S-type asteroids Gaspra and Ida, recently studied 
by Galileo. While Eros itself cannot (now) intersect Earth's orbit and it may not be an immediate parent 
body for many meteorites, it is by far the largest reservoir of S-type material in an Earth-approaching orbit 
and could well be the parent of smaller Earth-crossing asteroids, which -- themselves -- could produce many 
meteorites. 

A year after Chapman, Morrison and Zellner [2] first classified Eros as an S-type asteroid, Pieters, 
Gaffey, Chapman and McCord [3] analyzed Eros' reflectance spectrum. While they concluded that most 
S-types are differentiated stony-irons, they leaned toward the conclusion that Eros itself is an H- or L- type 
chondrite. There is little new about the spectrum of Eros that was not available for that analysis. Eros' 
spectrum shows the two bands characteristic of pyroxene, but a relatively strong signature of olivine. 
Although not formally included in the Gaffey et al. [I] analysis of mineralogical variations within S-type 
asteroids, Eros is probably one of the olivine-rich members of the SIV class (SII and SIII are not clearly 
ruled out). 

The SIV class has been of particular interest, since Gaffey first defined it, since it is the class least 
unlikely to correspond to ordinary chondritic (OC) composition. The spectrum of Eros indicates probable 
compatibility with chondritic silicate composition, but -- like all other S-type asteroids -- it has spectral slope 
("redness") and spectral contrast characteristics (e.g. band depth, linearity in the visible) that are usually 
interpreted to indicate a major metallic component, as in stony-iron meteorites. The alternative, of course, 
is a hypothetical alteration process in the asteroidal regolith that converts an OC-like spectrum (containing 
signatures chiefly of orthopyroxene and olivine) into an Eros-like spectrum. 

The NEAR mission provides a major advantage toward resolution of the S-type controversy over 
Galilee's recent studies of 243 Ida, which is thought to be another SIV type. (Gaspra, an olivine-rich S-type 
end-member was never a serious candidate as an OC parent body.) That is the X-ray and y-ray 
cornpositional data (from the XGRS), which is derived from beneath the optical surface and -- in any 
case -- is presumably free of any optical alteration process that affects reflectance spectra. The synergistic 
combination of multispectral imaging (from the MSI), infrared spectral data (from the NIS), and these 
unique XGRS compositional data permit Eros studies to be linked to the spectral reflectance studies of 
other asteroids, both the spatially resolved studies of Gaspra and Ida by Galileo and the hemispherically 
resolved groundbased telescopic data of S-types in general. In essence, Eros can serve to calibrate the 
near-IR remote-sensing technique that will remain as our dominant tool for extension to the spectrally 
diverse set of S-type asteroids throughout the inner solar system. 

A fundamental aspect of asteroids that affects remote-sensing data about their surfaces is the low 
gravity of asteroids. The processes of cratering ejecta and regolith evolution that pertain to bodies the size 
of Eros are counterintuitive. In particular, the concept of "ejecta blankets" (learned from lunar studies) 
is not applicable to bodies like Eros where cratering ejecta velocities are of the same order as, or exceed, 
the escape velocity from the body. Appropriate interpretation of compositional variations across the 
surface of Eros will require careful analysis in terms of regional or global distribution of ejecta, ejection 
and reaccretion of small satellites, scouring of regolith by steep-size-distribution projectiles, and so on. As 
we are learning for Ida, this will involve a close interplay between imaging of geological features (e.g. 
boulders, albedo boundaries, crater degradation) and compositional units defined by spectral data. The 
high spectral resolution and precision of the NIS will permit us to define slight variations in composition 
that can be mapped at high spatial resolution by MSI. Through such measurements, combined with regolith 
modelling, we may be able to determine the scales of the mixing processes and thus infer the original, 
"pure"compositions of heterogeneous units from which the original asteroid was made. 
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It has long been uncertain at what size the dividing line occurs between regolith-free small objects 
and large asteroids where lunar-like regolith processes are expected to occur. Galileo studies of Gaspra 
and Ida demonstrate that there is a marked difference in the depth and maturity of regolith expressed on 
Gaspra (where it is present but very thin) and that on Ida (where it is thick and dominates much of the 
visible geology). Eros is intermediate in size between Gaspra and Ida. Plausible spatial scales for 
horizontal and vertical mixing must be kept in mind throughout the planning and interpretation phases of 
any spacecraft mission to a small body. 

A crucial feature of the NIS experiment is exemplified by the very recent Galileo results on Ida: 
spatially resolved spectra. Groundbased studies of spectral variations with rotational phase of different 
asteroids hint at the possibilities that the ground-based data are mixing units of diverse spectral traits. 
(Indeed, our 1975 data [3] show probable variations with rotation for Eros itself.) Galileo data demonstrate 
major compositional diversity on Ida. A fundamental question, not yet resolved, is whether (a) Ida is a 
compound object, composed of two significantly different compositions (perhaps indicative of a somewhat 
differentiated parent body) or if (b) Ida exhibits progressive space-weathering that modifies an essentially 
homogeneous, perhaps undifferentiated, composition over time. Chapman [4] argued that the latter is true 
and, in combination with the constraints on bulk density for Ida derived by Belton et aL [5], proposed that 
Ida is most reasonably considered to be an ordinary chondrite parent body. 

All of these spectral differences are fairly modest and all roughly lie within the range of spectral 
diversity exhibited by different members of the Koronis parent body (as observed by Binzel et al. [6]). It 
is clear that regionally-averaged data on Ida would blur much of the spectrally diagnostic information. 
Although the best XGRS spatial resolution would reveal the largest-scale compositional variations on Ida, 
most of the interesting spatial variations on both Gaspra and Ida would have been blurred and averaged 
at such resolutions, impeding quantitative chemical analysis. The NIS, however, can provide a 
compositional map of Eros that is resolved to the scale of most compositional variations mapped on Gaspra 
and Ida. With some uncertainty, through the spectral linkages with MSI filters, the NIS map can be 
"sharpened" to the MSI resolution scale. 

We hope to recover the end-member compositions of the spatially averaged XGRS measurements 
to assess the compositional heterogeneity of Eros. Particularly critical is whether the compositional 
diversity can be explained by minor metamorphism of undifferentiated, chondritic materials, or instead if 
thorough geochemical differentiation is implied. 

A crucial scientific question about Eros is whether it is a single body ("chip" from its precursor in 
the asteroid belt) or a compound body ("rubble pile"). The rubble-pile concept [7] has become a popular 
model among asteroid observers and meteorite parent-body modellers, but it remains a theoretical construct 
without definitive observational verification. The NEAR mission provides an excellent chance to study a 
potential rubble-pile in such detail that, despite no capability to probe the deep interior, the extensive 
high-resolution mapping could well prove conclusively whether this body, at least, is cohesive or rubblized. 
The rubble-pile model is viable for Eros, despite lack of evidence (e.g. from radar) that Eros is a bifurcated 
object (like Castalia or Toutatis). Ida, at first blush (e.g. the high-resolution mosaic) does not appear to 
be a contact binary or compound object. However, images of Ida's opposite side show both structural 
features and albedo boundaries that are correlated with compositional boundaries, implying that Ida may, 
indeed, be a compound object. By analogy, the highly elongated Eros may also be a compound object on 
which we might expect sub-units of considerable compositional diversity (whether the diversity is due to 
geochemical differentiation, or subtler processes of metamorphism within a chondritic parent body). 

A related question is whether the production of single, small satellites (like that of Ida) is a natural 
process of asteroid break-up and the formation of rubble-piles. Indeed, it will immeasurably help our 
understanding of asteroids to discover which geological features, among the diverse ones mapped by Belton 
et aL (1994), were unique to Ida and which are shared by Eros and thus may be considered to be more 
generally typical of S-type asteroids, or asteroids in general. 
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